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NWHCM : 291 Vee-twin marine engine made by Sturgess and
Towlson, Norwich about 1868; two 4 1/4 inch (bore)
x 6 inch (stroke) cylinders set at right angles to one
another which allows the engine to start with the
crank in any position; each cylinder is fitted with
Stephenson's link motion; the engine formerly
powered the steam launch 'Vivid' on the Norfolk
Broads which operated from 1875 until just after the
First World War; the engine is mounted on a wooden
stand

Although made by a firm of Norwich engineers and
founders, the engine was used on a launch on the
Norfolk Broads. There is no opportunity to display
the item in the forseeable future; best served as part
of a specialist collection

Offer to Museum of the Broads for display.

NWHCM : 706 Stanhope press, cast iron frame with curved and
flanged sides, set on a wooden base, rectangular
platen and carriage, a heavy counterweight is
suspended from a bracket at the back of the press,
made around 1810, used at the Pitt Press
(Cambridge) until 1847, removed to Thetford and in
use until 1925

The item falls outside the collecting policy of the
Bridewell Museum as there is no record of it being
used in Norwich.

Offer to University of Reading (Department of Typography &
Graphic Design) or Cambridge Museum of Technology.

NWHCM : 708 Imposing stone; a wooden frame with three drawers;
the two top drawers divided internally into
compartments, a 40 mm stone slab is set into the top
of the frame; made around 1770, used in Great
Yarmouth, Norfolk, until 1925

The item falls outside the collecting area of the
Bridewell. The item was used in Yarmouth unril
1925.

Offer to other local museums; if no interest offer nationwide
via Museums Journal.

NWHCM : 1958.408.1 Book binder's standing press, wood frame
comprising two uprights with an iron rod inserted
between them at the top of the press; fixed wooden
lower bed and adjustable top bed; with iron screw
and press pin; late 19th century

Although the donor was a local man the history of
use is not known - suggest it be offered to the John
Jarrold Museum

Offer to John Jarrold Printing Museum, if no interest to other
museums via Museums Journal.

NWHCM : 1964.422 Hearse, wood, this bier made by T. Parker, S.
Bloomfield and S. Brewster in memory of the men of
Great Fransham, Norfolk who fell in the Great War,
1914-18

This item falls outside the collecting policy of the
Bridewell. It nominally formed part of the St. Peter
Hungate collections. Following the closure of that
museum there is little opportunity to display this
item. Suggest it be offered to parish.

Return to parish. Item was donated by individual donor -
contact donor's family and consult before taking action.

NWHCM : 1965.38 Pair of wrought iron gates and lunette; from the
Theatre Street entrance to Chantry site, buildings
which were demolished 1964-5

Although these items came from a building in
Norwich, there is no record of local manufacture

Investigate reinstalling gates on Assembly House site.
Contact Norwich City Council and HEART intially.
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NWHCM : 1970.515.1 Roller mill by W.R. Dell and Son, London and
Croyden; 6 pairs of rollers in one frame with wooden
hoppers, installed 1898 at Tharston Mill

This item falls outside the collecting policy of the
Bridewell Museum

Discuss with Gressenhall; if no interest for rural life
collections then offer to other museums via Museums
Journal.

NWHCM : 1972.260 Pneumatic power hammer made by B and S Massey
Limited, Manchester and used in the fitter's shop at
Carrow Works, Norwich; complete with anvil and
stand, weight approx 7 tons, painted green, made
around 1880

One of many items that was acquired for an
industrial museum in Norwich which never
materialised; a difficult object to display or show in
store; local use but no local manufacture; a
specialist item

Offer to Museum of Science and Industry Manchester; if no
response offer to Forncett St Mary Steam Museum then
wider museums via Museums Journal. If no interest consider
as possible candidate for Gressenhall Shine a Light project.

NWHCM : 1974.604.1 Wood turners' lathe, operated by treadle with belt
drive from flywheel to turning bit, 3 varying sizes of
top spindle enable turning at three different speeds,
base of lathe wood, flywheel of cast iron with wooden
rim, cast iron bed for puppets, machine marked in
brass of central column with Holtzapffel, London,
manufacturers of the lathe, possibly between1860
and 1880

This is a London made lathe presumably used by
an amateur woodworker. There is no history of its
previous ownership

Offer to other museums via Museums Journal.

NWHCM : 1974.641.1 General pedestal drill operated through belt drive
from motor, made by Schulte and Van der Beeck,
Barmen, it is a self feeder, has four back gears and
drills anything up to 2½ inches, bought from Boulton
and Paul by W. Hagg, machine merchant of 70 King
St, Norwich, Norfolk, last used 1974, also 5 drilling
bits (2 three quarter inch, one inch, one and a half
inch and one and a three quarter inch)

Although the item was used in two different Norwich
firms, it is a general piece of equipment which is not
key to the work undertaken by either of its previous
users

Offer to other museums via Museums Journal.

NWHCM : 1975.461.1 Water bicycle, pedal drive with two galvanised iron
floats, steers by wheel above front forks connected
through chains and wire to two rudders on floats,
painted green and yellow and its name Nutty Slack
painted on the back, hole in front compartment of
offside float, pedal drive to paddle wheels at back,
bought by donor at a sale at Wroxham around 1947,
associated with Thorpe, Norfolk

Although the donor lilved in Thorpe St. Andrew, the
item was used more generally on the rivers and
Broads in Norfolk and therefore no specific Norwich
application; the item therefore falls outside the
collecting policy for the Bridewell Museum

Offer to Museum of the Broads for display

NWHCM : 1975.491 Body recovery beam trawl for raking dead bodies
from the river; a white painted metal and wooden
frame with four chains and hooks attached to it; for
use with the water bicycle named 'Nutty Slack'; black
marks indicate some of the successes, donor recalls
that 31 bodies were recovered from the Broads
rivers in Norfolk between the 1930s and 1960s

Although the donor lilved in Thorpe St. Andrew, the
item was used more generally on the rivers and
Broads in Norfolk and therefore no specific Norwich
application; the item therefore falls outside the
collecting policy for the Bridewell Museum

Offer to Museum of the Broads for display.
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NWHCM : 1975.564.3 Cast iron hand operated guillotine with a
manufacturer's plate 'The Sheffield Engineers Ltd
Sheffield'; the guillotine has a 590 mm diameter
flywheel and a 582mm diameter toothed wheel and
is painted green; used circa 1975 at 315 Unthank
Road, Norwich, Norfolk, as part of a one man part
time printing service

Although used by a Norwich printer, this is a generic
piece of equipment, with no distinctive significance
to user or trade

The platen printing machine NWHCM : 1975.564.3 from the
same printer has been retained. Offer to John Jarrold Printing
Museum, and other museums via Museums Journal.

NWHCM : 1976.203 Dray, originally from City Station, Norwich, Midland
and Great Northern Joint, wood, brass hub caps,
impressed M and G.N.Jt, iron fittings, no shafts,
originally painted chocolate with red undercarriage
and black wheels, early 20th century, made before
donor bought it in 1930

Specialist interest with little associated or
supporting material in collections; a large object
with no forseeable opportunity to display.

The dray is in need of care and attention. Offer to North
Norfolk Railway for restoration and use in working goods train
demonstrations.

NWHCM : 1977.191 Spiked dock, from the Guildhall, Norwich, Norfolk,
19th century

A large heavy object with no other associated or
supporting material in the collections. It is difficult to
see how this item could ever be displayed within
NMAS.

Offer to Norwich HEART for redisplay in the Guildhall; if no
interest offer to other museums via Museums Journal.

NWHCM : 1977.287.1.1 The Clipper Safety Chaff cutter, painted green with
wooden casing round cutting wheel, driven by
electric motor through belt drive from ceiling, food
was hoisted up and prepared on top floor, then
lowered to first floor where animals were kept while
under treatment, early 20th century; from the former
vet's premises in Red Lion Street Yard, Norwich,
Norfolk

Although the item came from a local vet's practice,
it does not add very much to our understanding of
that practice. The machinery has no local
manufacture

Discuss with Gressenhall, if no interest offer to other
museums via Museums Journal.

NWHCM : 1977.287.2 The Rapid Corn Crusher, made by Bamford of
Uttoxeter, painted blue with wooden hopper, driven
probably by electric motor through belt drive from
ceiling, food was hoisted up and prepared on top
floor, then lowered to first floor where animals were
kept while under treatment, early 20th century; from
the former vet's premises in Red Lion Street Yard,
Norwich, Norfolk

Although the item came from a local vet's practice,
it does not add very much to our undertsanding of
that practice. The machinery has no local
manufacture

Discuss with Gressenhall, if no interest offer to other
museums via Museums Journal.
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NWHCM : 1978.178 Section of overhead line shafting, used in the
tinsmith's shop at Carrow Works for conveying
power from an electric motor to machines stamping
out tins, consists of one length of shafting with one
main and two subsidiary pulley wheels attached; two
cast iron brackets for supporting shafting from
ceiling, two cast iron bearing blocks stamped SKP,
one length of drive belt, in use during the 20th
century until 1978

This item is a piece of generic factory equipment
which is well illustrated in photographs of factory
interiors

Offer to other museums via Museums Journal.

NWHCM : 1978.550 : Horstead parish bier with maker's brass name plate,
Ingate and Sons, Coachbuilders Aylsham, hand-
drawn with four wheels, detachable stretcher and
framework for cover over top, late 19th century

This item was nominally part of the St. Peter
Hungate collections and had never been on display.
With the closure of that museum, active collection
of church history has ceased and there is little or no
opportunity to display this type of item. Suggest the
item be offered back to the parish

Offer to parish for return.

NWHCM : 1982.92 Line shafting assembly with shaft, drive wheels etc
from the winding shop at Laurence, Scott and
Electromotors Limited, Gothic Works, used to drive
lathes, thought to date from 1880s to 1890s

Although this has local provenance, it does not have
special significance, being a piece of generic factory
equipment which is well illustrated in photographs
of factory interiors

Offer to other museums via Museums Journal.
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